
You might think an archery
company celebrating its 60th
anniversary in 2011 would be

slowing down. I didn’t get that impres-
sion in mid-March, when I spent the
day touring the factory and interview-
ing three key members of the man-
agement team at Martin Archery. I
saw costly new production equip-
ment in use, a more efficient
approach to building traditional
bows, and plenty of the innovation in
the company’s 2011 compound bow
lines.

I do mean lines, plural. The plant
at 3134 Heritage Road, Walla Walla,
Washington, is home to both Martin
bows and the newer Rytera brand,
named for Ryan Martin and his father,
Terry. 

The Martin Archery brand itself,
launched by Ryan’s grandparents Gail
and Eva Martin back in 1951, goes on

three dis-
tinct bow
lines. There
are the pop-
ular tradi-
tional bows,
i n c l u d i n g
hand-craft-
ed recurves

and longbows that can trace their her-
itage back to 1938 and the founding of
Damon Howatt Archery. There are the
Martin Archery Gold Series bows, a
line available through all channels
that this year includes six adult hunt-
ing bows. Bowhunters can buy new
Gold Series models like the Onza 3 Jon
Silks tested for this issue, the Silencer
or Exile at pro shops, but they can also
find them at box stores and through
the big catalog merchants. 

Still Going Strong After
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Ryan Martin shows his grand-
father Gail the prototype for a
new inexpensive take-down
bow that will combine a die-
cast magnesium riser with limbs
laminated from wood and fiber-
glass. This will be longer than
the compact Jaguar take-down
and it may include a new ver-
sion of the SOS, the String
Oscillation Suppressor the com-
pany has introduced on its 2011
compound bows. Now 35, Ryan
grew up working in the business
Gail and Eva founded in Walla
Walla, Washington. He’s been
with the company full time
since finishing college.

Tyler Backhaus holds the Tiger compound bow and Ryan Martin has the
company’s XR Recurve. The company is a major supplier of youth bows,
as you can see from the inventory it keeps on hand.

Ryan designed the Tiger with a shoot through riser that captures the
arrow so young archers don’t have to worry about the arrow shaking off
the rest or dropping off when they grip the string improperly. The bow’s
peak weight can be set at 10, 15 or 20 pounds. The XR Recurve has its
own capture style rest and it easily converts from right to left hand by
repositioning a plate and flipping the bow end to end.

Ryan has also designed a new Mantis capture style rest for adult bows.

Jeff Matson holds one of the eccentrics engraved with a
new computer controlled laser engraver. Cams and mod-
ules now have clearer markings and the process is much
quicker than doing the engraving with a CNC machine.
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Martin Archery restricts the four
Pro Series models for 2011 to full  ser-
vice retailers like Walla Walla’s own
archery pro shop, a business I’ll pro-
file in a future issue. That includes
new Firecats in hybrid and single cam
versions, a tournament ready
ShadowCat with 41.25 inch axle-to-
axle length, and the compact 30.5
inch Crossfire. 

Even though Martin Archery has
long been offering full service retailers
their own distinct models, the line
between Pro Series and Gold Series
had gotten blurred in their minds and
in the minds of their customers.
Dealers who didn’t want to carry
brands sold by internet or big box
retailers would sometimes shut
Martin sales reps down before they
had time to present the Pro Series
bows, Terry Martin told me in his role
as vice president and head of the
design team. “A lot of dealers didn’t
understand the different between our
Pro Series and Gold Series.”

In response to that situation,
three years ago the family-owned firm
launched the Rytera brand. That pre-
mium bow line offered head-turning
looks, strong performance and the
opportunity for the full service retailer
to make a bigger profit on each sale.

For instance the new Rytera Seeker
365 with its unique stabilizer-mount-
ed grip is priced at $899 MAP
(Minimum Advertised Price). The
elfish-looking Alien X that was the top
seller last year under the Rytera ban-
ner is priced at $699.99 for 2011. By
comparison, the most expensive
Martin model for 2011 is the
Shadowcat priced at $749 MAP in the
Next G1 camo. Martin builds a lot of
compounds that sell for less, such as
the Firecat 400 at $599.99 and the
Crossfire at $449.99 or $519.99,
depending on the cam style.

Sales in this 60th anniversary
year have gotten off to a strong start,
Terry told me. For one reason, retail-
ers seemed to have cleared their walls
of bow inventory that were a drag on
2010 sales for this Washington stae
firm. The company requires dealers
to accept new models but it can’t
force them to display and sell
them: Terry said he knows
some dealers who got their
first Alien X told him it would-
n’t go on display until they
were able to clear excess
inventory in other brands.
“They didn’t dare, or they
wouldn’t be able to sell those
other bows, not with what the

Alien X offered their customers.” 
Another reason sales are surging

for Martin is the firm is offering better
limbs, strings and riser designs than
ever before. I was shown proof of that
the morning of March 15 during an
extended factory tour with Ryan
Martin. Ryan is an important member
of the design team but these days he
also is the manager so he was the per-
fect one to demonstrate this compa-
ny’s drive toward the future.

Power Tough Limbs
Let’s start with the Power Tough

limbs going on every Martin and
Rytera compound hunting bow for
2011. Years of research and stress test-
ing are behind a limb designed specif-
ically for today’s parallel limb bows. A
new hinge profile or “working section”
was designed to allow a heavy limb
load to be dispersed over a greater

Sixty Years in Archery
By Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn
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Andrew Mings demonstrates the operation of the
company’s new waterjet, which using a high pressure
stream to cut five compound limbs from the profiled
plates of fiberglass from Gordon Composites.
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area, while a re-engineered yoke
ensures stability. Martin Archery has
tested these limbs, Ryan told me, by
rigging bows with shorter cable sys-
tems so the limbs already are flexed at
a dramatic 45 degree angle. Then it
pounds them on a draw cycle
machine that mimics the effects of
200,000 shots. 

Like most bow manufacturers,
Martin depends on the premium fiber
glass produced at the Gordon
Composites plant in Montrose,
Colorado. Gordon produces the limb
material as plates that are ground in
its plant to provide the curved thick-
ness Martin requires for each limb
deflection value. After being shipped
to the Washington plant, the plates are
placed on a new waterjet machine
installed within the last year. The
machine uses a thin stream of water
laced with garnet grit, a stream mov-
ing at three times the speed of sound,
to cut five limbs from each plate. The
limbs are tumbled to remove the
sharp edge, then sent through the
paint shop to receive a heat-set epoxy
coating to help lock down the cut
fibers.

That’s as far as I was able to follow
the Power Tough limb production
process, as Martin Archery prefers to
keep additional lamination and fin-
ishing steps confidential. “We do add
additional layers to our limbs, but I
can’t tell you how,” Ryan apologized.

Hammer Head Strings
Ryan did show me the changes  to

the string production process. It’s
been a common practice for some
demanding archers to buy a new bow
and immediately upgrade with a set of
premium after-market strings. The
goal for these Hammer Head strings is
to give the customer a string and cable
set that won’t stretch and that will
allow a properly installed peep sight
to come back straight every time.

“We switched to BCY’s Trophy
string material because this had the
best feel of the materials we tested,”
Ryan said. The two color bundles of
string material are prepared under
moderate tension on high speed
machinery that Gail Martin developed
decades ago. They are then trans-
ferred to new massive steel A-frame

racks. A precise number of twists are
added and wax is rubbed in. The
strings are then stretched under air
pressure at the maximum pressure
BCY recommend, as more wax is mas-
saged into their fibers. After going
through this timed cycle, the strings
move to another rack where they are
tensioned again and spun mechani-
cally as a worker guides the serving
onto them. The serving itself is
applied under high pressure and the
strings will soon be under pressure
again on a completed bow.

Every adult compound built at
the Martin factory is getting the new
Hammer Head strings, Ryan said. “If
someone takes these new strings off
their bow and replaces them, it will be
a complete waste of time,” he said.

Reinforced Riser
Martin Archery runs its machin-

ing centers 24 hours per day to pro-

duce the eccentrics and risers for its
compound bows. Most companies are
cutting risers today from profiled
slabs of aluminum. Martin cuts its ris-
ers from short solid blocks or “billets”
of aluminum, then pins and screws
them together. Cutting an entire riser
from a billet, particularly the large bil-
let that would be required for the
reflexed riser designs popular today, is
often cost-prohibitive both in
machine time and in the amount of
aluminum chips that would pile up in
the recycling barrels. Some in the
company believe its better not to talk
about the modular approach to build-
ing risers, since it is not apparent once
the risers are dipped in their finish
coats. Ryan doesn’t see it as a negative.
“After all, bow risers became ‘modular’
a long time ago when separate limb
cups came along. The process we use
allows us to use solid blocks of alu-
minum, which makes our risers

Hammer Head strings start
with the new Trophy bow-
string material from BCY. At
right, these bundles of string
material have been prepared
on high speed winding
machines invented by Gail
Martin. Gail’s string building
process was so efficient that
Martin at one time supplied
all the strings used by Bear
Archery, as well as supplying
replacement strings to many
archery retailers.

Strong new racks hold strings as they are twisted and then stretched by the pneumatic
cylinders seen at the right. They are also under high tension when the serving is applied
by Claudia Negrete (along back wall). The trio twisting up and waxing the strings include
(left to right) Ramona Moreno, Blanca Gutierrez and Cena Arbuckle.
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straighter, stronger and stiffer.
I photographed Roy Cantu using a

hand press to drive polished steel pins
into the joints above the arrow pass
and below the grip. Next to him

George Contreras used a ratchet gun
to drive in the retaining screws. Those
screws are treated with a permanent
Lok-Tite. Their function is only to hold
the joint tight: The strength and align-

ment are provided by the crowned
steel pins. On one side of the two men
were three stacks of components for
the Exile risers, on the other were
completed risers that would be

Most manufacturers are machining risers from profiled slabs of
aluminum. Martin believes the better way is to machine risers from
solid rectangular billets of aluminum, so the grains of the alu-
minum are aligned along the length where strength is more criti-
cal. Martin can do this in a cost effective way because instead of
using a huge single billet, it machines risers from three compara-
tively small billets and then uses steel pins and screws to join them
below the grip and above the sight window. Roy Cantu is using a
hand press on the five pins, so he can feel if the fit is perfect. In the
background, George Contreras uses a power ratchet to install two
screws that have been treated with a permanent Lok-Tite.
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wheeled to the film dip area. If I hadn’t
just seen them come together, even in
the bare metal stage it would have
taken some time to find the hairline
joints.  “In testing we crushed our ris-
ers and found the steel-reinforced
joints are the strongest part, not the
weakest as they are in a conventional
riser when the aluminum steps over,”
Ryan assured me.

Completed risers are de-greased
and acid-etched before getting their
spray-on base coat and one of six film

dip finishes. The fact that Martin
Archery operates its own film dip tank
lets it offer the wide choice of Next
Camo, Bonz Camo, Skulz Camo, Pink
Camo, Leopard Skin and Hunter
Black. The black is actually a carbon
weave pattern, and like all the other
finishes it is applied by a double-dip
process. “You can make the film wrap
around the part, but then you end up
with more stretching of the pattern
and a sharp seam on the back,” Ryan
explained. 

I watched Kent Garner lower a
rack of risers through the floating film,
then twist the rack under the surface
to tear the overlapping film free in the
water. Once that side was rinsed clean
and fully dry, the rack came back to
get the same treatment on the other

side. “This process allows us to get a
darker, truer pattern and a nice blend-
ed overlap on the edge,” Ryan told me.

Martin Archery uses that same
film dip operation to offer the option
of “cloaked” cams, TRG and SOS.
“Cams” are pretty obvious, but what
do I mean by TRG and SOS?

The first acronym refers to the
Torque Reducing Cable Guard. Like
other manufacturers, Martin has
wanted to reduce the side load on its
eccentrics caused by having the
cables held off to the side to clear the
fletching. The TRG allows the cables to
move along an angled plate and still
be confined at both ends of the draw
cycle. Correctly adjusted it gives full
fletching clearance as the string
approaches brace height, but at full
draw the cables are close to the string
alignment.

SOS is Martin Archery shorthand
for the String Oscillation Suppressor
available as standard equipment on
all but the lowest cost models. The
design team developed it with the aid
of a new high speed camera that first
photographed how strings behave
when they strike the lower mount STS
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Martin’s in-house film dip operation lets it offer a wide range
of finishes, including this carbon-fiber effect Hunter Black
(above) and a Pink Camo for the little Tiger. Kent Garner floats a
film dip on water at right, and after an automatic arm applies
activator, he can finish six risers at once. The open door in the
right side of the photo is part of the spray booth where the ris-
ers go through a 20 minute rinse before drying and redipping.

Aaron Hamilton, Ken Melhus and Ryan Martin teamed up for the design of a new SOS
String Oscillation Suppressor they say is more effective than the popular bumper-
equipped units. In this design the string is trapped and held till the residual energy is
absorbed, then the jaw opens to release the string.

Kent Dillard presides over the paint
room. These compound bow limbs will get
a coating of epoxy before beginning a
long journey through a heated second
story drying chamber.
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damper the company has
been using. Moving that stop-
per toward the bow’s midpoint
settled the string sooner, but
the string still bounced off the
soft rubber damper. Ryan said
he, Ken Melhus and Aaron
Hamilton collaborated on a
new type of slotted bumper.
The slot opens as the string
contacts it and closes momen-
tarily around the string, then
releases it an instant later. The
action is too fast to see with
the naked eye, but the new
camera documents the action.
“With the SOS the string does-
n’t hit and bounce,” Ryan said.

The SOS mounts on the same car-
bon rod that supports the TRG. Martin
Archery recommends the SOS over
the older STS, but is happy to sell
retailers bows either way. “If anyone
shoots the same bow both ways,

they’re going to want the one
equipped with the new SOS,” Ryan
assured me.

In the bow assembly area, Ryan
continued to point out changes on the
2011 models. Martin Archery owns
the patent (one of 25 Terry Martin has

received) on riser-mounted vibration
dampening systems. This year the
company has a new version of the
Vibration Escape Module or VEM. It
combines a vortex-shaped rubber
cone with a central bullet weight, and
very much resembles the intake on a
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PHOTO ABOVE: Tyler Backhaus has his own assembly and packaging area for
the company’s metal risered Jaguar Take-Down, since it sells in big quantities.
You can order it in a hunting kit or in two different fishing kits, one with a
spool, the other with the AMS Retriever reel.

PHOTO RIGHT: Jon Cade assembles a compound, guided by the long tag it
carries that list all its specifications as well as who the customer is.

Attractive hang tags and labels now spell out many of
the features of bows from the Martin factory. They
have been located in such a way that they don’t inter-
fere with someone drawing the bow or even shooting
it on a dealer’s range.

Rhonda Walters holds a Martin Exile
that she has mounted a sight and
rest to, as well as nock set and peep.
Martin offers two different packages
and both feature this Mantis capture
rest Ryan Martin designed for sale
under the company’s WildMan acces-
sory brand. The rest has a internal
frame that is over-molded with the
company’s soft VEM coating. It has a
quiet loading door and Teflon coated
launcher arms are the same spring
steel favored on lizard-tongue target
rests. This rest offers full capture, full
fletching clearance and no speed
loss, the designer says. Walters is one
of many long-time employees, with
27 years in at Martin Archery.
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jet engine. Instead of sucking in air, it
sucks out vibration and noise.

Most bows today offer a steel sta-
bilizer bushing so stabilizers can be
mounted and dismounted without
stripping out aluminum threads.
Martin Archery ditched the bushing in
favor of a steel barrel bolt that fits in a
recess cut in a boss projecting from
the riser. Once you thread a stabilizer
into the barrel bolt, you can remove
the same by loosening it a partial turn.
Casing the bow is that much quicker
and easier thanks to this simple inno-
vation.

If you are changing the draw
length on a 2011 model from this fac-
tory, you’ll note how easy it is to read
the adjustment marks. They are now
being burned through the anodize
into the bright metal through the use
of a laser engraving machine, another
cash purchase Gail Martin recently
approved. Jeff Matson demonstrated
for me how quickly the machine
works as its laser danced across a
bank of modules under a protective
tinted plastic cover. “Now it takes us
four minutes and five seconds to do
30 pairs, versus the 1 minute it took to
machine the marks on a single mod-
ule, and this looks better,” the bow
assembly supervisor said.

A simple addition to the Martin
and Rytera bows for 2011 is a heavy
duty reusable zip tie connecting
cables and string. The zip tie carries a
label that warns customers against
shooting the bow without an arrow.
Dry fires had accounted for at least
half of the warranty issues Martin
Archery faced, Ryan told me, and
returns for that reason have dropped
drastically. This simple change proved
so popular when bows began ship-
ping with it in mid-2010 that some

dealers ordered the zip ties in quanti-
ty so they could equip their entire bow
inventory. Because these zip ties are
reusable, it’s a simple matter to release
and remove them when a customer
wants to draw a bow or shoot it on the
range, with the dealer’s knowledge
and supervision.

Compound bows coming out of
the Walla Walla plant have so many
new features that dealers may need
some help explaining them all.

They’ve got that help in an array of
hang tags and stick-on labels
designed with the aid of graphics whiz
Ken Melhus. Bows shouldn’t look like
a “Christmas Tree” festooned with
decorations, Ryan commented, so
these Point of Purchase materials are
sized and arranged so you can still
shoot the bow without removing
them. Care also went into making sure
none of them mar the bow finish: The
large label on the upper limb, for

By adding a heavy duty zip tie and warn-
ing label Martin has dramatically reduced
the chance a customer will dry-fire and
damage a bow. The zip tie is easy to
unlock and replace.
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instance, is held in place by two small
dots of acid-free adhesive, the same
type a scrapbooker might use to
mount a treasured family photo.

Other labels, like the ones that
carry bow specifications and UPC
codes, are affixed permanently to the
bow. Those label were generated

when the order was placed and they
follow the bow through the produc-
tion process. Part of the label strip
goes on the bow to identify the model
and characteristics, and that portion
also has the dealer name and address.

Before the bow gets packed, how-
ever, a new quality control checklist

has to be completed by the
bow assembler and final
inspector. Both add their
names at the bottom of the
card, which accompanies the
bow until it reaches and is
removed by the end user. To
keep people focused on quali-
ty, management periodically
sends through coded test
bows that have a single minor
flaw. Judging by the reports
posted in the bow assembly
area, in almost every case the
bow flaw is being spotted and
corrected before the bow
reaches the packaging stage. 

Jeff Matson, the bow
assembly supervisor and Ryan
have been working on an
additional pre-packaging step

for Rytera models. “When the new
Rytera catalog comes out, we’ll adver-
tise that we now have someone shoot
and tune each bow before it goes out
the door,” Ryan said. “Then they will
fill out a form attesting to that. We’ll
probably move that over to high end
Martin models later.”

Up to now, all the improvements
I’ve written about concern compound
bow production. Martin has also been
busy on the traditional side, where its
roots stretch all the way back to 1938
and the founding of the Damon
Howatt brand. Gail Martin and
Damon were friends and Gail for years

People take the company’s new quality control checklist seriously in part because man-
agement periodically tests them by sending a problem bow through. Ryan Martin (at
left) has the test results posted in the bow assembly room. Above right, Kathy Trout
makes sure a bow is set to specifications called for on the order tag. Photos at her sta-
tion identify other key areas to check before signing off on the checklist and releasing
the bow for shipping. At right Trout’s name joins that of the bow assembler Jon Cade.
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Martin’s selection of hand-fletched arrows includes these cedar shafts that
carry Trueflight feathers. Running the Bitzenberger jigs is Judy Mayberry, a 27-
year veteran of Martin Archery.
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competed with a custom-built
Damon Howatt recurve that com-
bined a long, stiff Partridge Wood han-
dle with light, short limbs. When
Martin Archery added traditional
bows it had them built at the Damon
Howatt factory. When Howatt was
ready to retire in 1976 he sold the

business to his friends, the
Martins. The Martins inherit-
ed some good designs and

great employees, but they also inherit-
ed a logistics problem. As the compa-
ny successfully built up traditional
bow sales it had up to three truck
shipments a week
running the 125
miles from the
Yakima plant down

to the Walla Walla headquarters,
where the bows were inventoried and
shipped.

Last October Martin Archery shut
down the Yakima plant and began
moving all the specialized equipment
to new facilities at Walla Walla, where
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Chuck Jones shapes the limbs of a Howatt Hunter on this large
sanding belt (above.) At right, he shapes the riser against this high-
speed vertical sanding belt. This “free-hand” approach to building
traditional bows is efficient and allows for custom touches, provid-
ed you have the confidence and skill that is required to do it well.

PHOTO LEFT: Joe Melander shows me the stack of domestic and imported
hardwoods that will be sawn up for risers. The woods include maple and red
elm, as well as imported bubinga, zebrawood, rosewood and shedua. The large
door behind him leads to the chamber where these handle section are mount-
ed to a rotating press and then heated to speed the curing of the epoxy.
Melander has been building traditional bows for 36 years and is one of six key
employees who transferred from the Yakima plant to Walla Walla.

PHOTO ABOVE: Laminations stored along the wall have been given a coating
of epoxy by Mike Houfek, who is getting ready to put them in the press. When
the press is closed pressure is applied pneumatically via the yellow tubing and
electrical strip heaters are activated to further cure the adhesive.
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an 11th addition to the building
awaited it. By the time of my visit pro-
duction had resumed, although there
was still some rearranging under way
to smooth out the work flow. You
could set up compound bow produc-
tion with a single machining center
and a compact bow assembly area:

There are companies that do all the
operations, including grinding limbs
to shape, with those robotic cutting
units. By contrast, the process Martin
uses to build thousands of traditional
bows per year requires many special-
ized cutting, sanding and laminating
stations. Six key employees had made

the move from Yakima, and once
they’re happy with the work flow in
their new, more compact home they’ll
be joined by new hires.

Those employees will need a dif-
ferent set of skills than other Martin
Archery bow builders, because these
traditional bows are built with a num-

Single-Caliper Releases    Double-Caliper Releases   String Loop Releases    Back Tension Releases

606-663-2734 |   techsupport@scottarchery.com |   www.scottarchery.com

Lacey McMillan does final shaping of one of the private label bows
produced by Martin Archery. The company has recently been select-
ed to build a commemorative recurve marking the 50th Anniversary
of the Pope & Young Club.

Don Jewett saws up blocks of wood to rebuild a piece of a
bow press. The traditional side of the business will be hiring
additional workers once it is satisfied with the layout and pro-
duction flow in its new quarters.
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ber of hand operations that give them
character and allow for custom touch-
es like a high or low wrist. “It drives my
dad crazy when someone remarks
‘Martin makes good traditional bows
for someone who uses mass produc-
tion,’” Terry Martin told me. “We’ve
got more hand craftsmanship than
many of these so-called ‘custom’
bowyers. A lot of them are using dupli-
cating machines to cut risers and jigs
to make sure every part comes out the
same.”

Unlike other major bow compa-
nies, Martin Archery never aban-
doned its traditional bow line in the
rush to develop compounds. Today
traditional bow sales account for
about 20 percent of the overall bow
sales, enough that the company con-
siders itself the world’s largest produc-
er of custom handmade bows. Two
new models are in the works. The day
of my visit Ryan was showing a proto-
type of a Saber Take-Down to Gail and
Terry. Like the inexpensive Jaguar
Take-Down that is already in the line,
this longer bow will pair laminated
wood and fiberglass limbs with a die-
cast magnesium riser. Getting the
right limb mounting angle was criti-
cal, Ryan explained, because to keep

the price down to consumers he
wants to use the same limbs on both
models to produce the same draw
weights at the standard 28 inch draw
measurement. While the Jaguar has a
60 inch AMO length, the new Saber
will be a few inches longer.

Gail had his own new bow to
show me, proud that
the Pope & Young
Club had chosen

Martin to build a 50th Anniversary
Commemorative model. That bow
will have smooth drawing bamboo
backed limbs and the limbs will be
faced with a costly woven glass. The
elegant riser features both rosewood
and bubinga.

Unless they’re traveling, Gail and
his wife of more than 60 years still
come into the plant most every day.
That gave me a chance to ask why the
company has so many long-time
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Virginia Harrison says she loves working
with leather, and has 31 years of experi-
ence at Martin Archery. Above, she stamps
out adhesive-backed leather saddles for
bow grips. That’s her sewing leather arm-
guards at upper right. At right, thick sad-
dle leather is used to build this traditional
quiver. Starting with full tanned hides, she
can build about six of the quivers in a day.

Gail Martin shot a lot of tournaments using this recurve built
by his old friend Damon Howatt. The long, stiff riser and short,
light limbs gave it great speed for its day. The company
founder still enjoys attending traditional shoots but has
switched to a compound when he hunts with son Dan.

Carlye Baird is the receptionist in a lobby decorated with game
mounts from around the world. She also is one of the employees
who provide plant tours to local groups and to bowhunters who visit
Martin Archery to see how their bows are built.
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employees, and how it has survived as
a family-owned firm when so many
competitors over the years had to be
sold or closed.

“Why do people stay on here? I
think they just enjoy the work. I
always had the feeling that they don’t
work for me, it’s more like we work on
things together, because I’ve done
every job here,” Gail said. “We’ve
always tried to treat employees the
way we’d like to be treated ourselves.
You see some businesses where the
turnover is very high, and you wonder
how they can even operate that way.”

I don’t think you could call Martin
Archery conservative in bow design,
but I asked Gail if he’d tried to be con-
servative financially. “We’ve tried to be
conservative that way. We own every-
thing here, and only borrow to cover
our accounts receivable. We paid cash
for that new water jet machine and for
the new laser engraver: it’s easier to be
profitable that way.” Gail made sure
the plant site was large enough to
accommodate growth and the build-
ing was expanded over and over again
when sales and staffing justified it.
“We’ve had 11 additions to this build-
ing,” he told me.

It wasn’t easy for Gail to close
down the Yakima plant, knowing that
some good employees would be left
behind. “It makes it less expensive to
operate with everything under one
roof. We were shipping bows down
here two to three times a week. The
key people moved with us, and we’ll
add more people to that traditional
bow department,” he said.

I watched grandson Ryan show
Gail the prototype for a new recurve
that like the inexpensive Jaguar
would be built around a die-cast
magnesium handle molded here in
the USA. Gail offered advice about
the bow length but he didn’t chal-
lenge his grandson’s reasoning or his
idea to outfit the bow with a new ver-
sion of the company’s SOS String
Oscillation System. I can’t recall ever
seeing a string stopper on a recurve
but Martin Archery isn’t afraid to
break new ground. Many times in the
past, Gail told me, the company bene-
fited from being ahead of the market
in design. “Our advantage for years
and years was to come out with inno-
vation that might take competitors a
couple years to catch up with. Back
when it was the four of us, Eva, Terry,
Dan and I, we might get together and
make  a decision on the direction to

go in the space of five minutes.”
These days, it’s Ryan that’s always

working on something new, Gail said.
“He takes his laptop home with him.
Everywhere he is he can work on a
project that way.” Ryan has gotten
Martin involved with the social media
sites, snapping photos during our
production tour that a few minutes
later might be on Martin Archery’s
Facebook page. Ryan designed the
company’s two hot selling youth
bows, the Tiger compound and XR
Recurve, Gail told me. His grandson
worked for two years to perfect the
design for a new Mantis capture rest,
Gail said. That’s under the WildMan
brand because the company wants
any dealer or bowhunter to buy it, not
just those that choose the Martin
Archery bow brand. 

Launching the Rytera brand three
years ago was another way the com-
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The lobby at Martin Archery is a feast for
the eyes if you enjoy fine game mounts
and archery artifacts. The walls are also
sprinkled with awards the company and
its owners have won over the years.

At left, I photographed Gail and Eva
Martin by their bronze lion, a 1998 Hall of
Honor award from Safari Club
International’s Bowhunters Chapter.

Gail has known Eva since eighth grade
but didn’t start dating her until he was
home on leave during WWII from the Army
Engineers. He carried her photograph in a
landing on Utah Beach, through France
and into Germany. They were married a
couple years after the war ended and Eva
worked as a nurse until her husband’s
hobby of building arrows became a full
time business that needed her talents.
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pany could extend its reach, Gail said.
That gave the firm a premium bow
line that it could restrict to a limited
number of full service retailers. “Only
a limited number of people will be
able to buy a bow like that Rytera
Seeker 365,” Gail said. “That’s true
even though we try to be a little more
conservative in our pricing than some
of our competitors. It’s not everyone
that wants to pay $1,000 for a bow.”

Terry Martin is responsible for
overseeing the company’s adult com-
pound bow designs, which just like in
years past Gail said have been helping
Martin compete successfully with
much larger firms. His right hand man
in that is Aaron Hamilton. Gail said
he’s also proud of the work Terry has
done on his own to create and man-
age the Archery Talk and Archery
History sites. They started when Terry
saw false information about early bow
designs being spread through internet
chat rooms. Today the two sites Terry

oversees are supported by banner ads
from most of the major archery man-
ufacturers. Volunteer moderators
police the sites to keep things positive
and family friendly, and they have
become a major on-line information
exchange within the sport of archery.
“They’re the biggest in the world,” Gail
told me.

What of Dan, the son who retired
from the firm a few years ago.? “Dan’s
major role is to figure out places for
him and I to go hunting,” Gail said
with a smile.

•  GrizzlyStik Bows, Arrows & Broadheads
• ABS Exclusive! Silver Flame Broadheads
• Power Broadhead Sharpeners

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby

Ken Melhus works with Terry Martin on
the marketing side of the business, par-
ticularly ads and catalogs. His talent for
design also makes him an important
member of the product design team.

Below, I photographed Terry as he often
works from his home. The position helps
take pressure off a neck that was dam-
aged when his car was rear-ended
decades ago in front of the Martin plant.
Terry attends most meetings by video
conferencing. Here he’s showing me
some of the features of Archery Talk and
Archery History, internet sites he found-
ed and owns. Terry said Archery Talk has
grown into the world’s leading on-line
community and plays a great service in
getting people accurate information and
help they need to continue in the sport.
The motto “Archers Helping Archers” is
an apt description of Archery Talk.
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